Update Mac CPlotProv3 to 3.03
Fixes :
1. Simplified update procedure.
2. Print Selected now works as expected.
3. Export/Import Show now works as expected. One Show or Episode be exported by one
costumer and imported by another. Both Show exports and Episode exports will create files
with the name CPP_Show.3cp and this name must be maintained for the import to work. The
file created is small and easily emailed.
1. Export Episode now properly exports Character Change items and Closet Items.
4. Omit now shows as expected on Character and Character Change reports.
Enhancements:
1.Episodics: Recurring Characters.
1. Its best to only enter a Character(specifically the character name) into a Show once. Cast#s
are specific to the Current Episode so a Character can have different numbers for different
episodes. Its important to change the number in the Cast# field and not to change the name
to correspond to the Cast#. It is prudent to give each Character a Cast# even if it is not
official. Easily changed later.
2. A Character’s Closet will be available over all episodes allowing entering of the same item
over 2 or more episodes, if the Character is only entered once.
3. Recurring Characters can be marked as such in any episode and all Characters checked
Recurring will be added to the next Episode created.
4. If a Recurring Character is deleted from an Episode, they are removed from that episode,
not deleted. Non Recurring Characters are deleted completely.
2. Int/Ext in Scenes is now a value list that you can edit and modify yourself.
3. Close button added to View Characters layout.
4. New layout added to View Changes from Characters layout.
5. Blocked the ability to create phantom Episodes that were not properly connected to the Show,
so that after entering they did not show up on the Episode list.
6. Blocked some errors caused on adding Characters into Scenes when using a mouse that
caused data not to be entered correctly.
Several other minor fixes and enhancements.
These corrections will eliminate these problems going forward but will not correct imported data
from a previous version. There may still be problems (especially if working on an episode) because of
errors in previous versions of the program or problems with entry. We may be able to help “clean” up
your data, please contact us by email at support@prosanity.com to make arrangements. There will be
no cost for this service and of course, all is confidential.
Thanks so much for purchasing the program. Sorry for the inconvenience these bugs may have
caused you.

